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Shit The Editor Says
After a mere 3 years of slumber we seem to have found ourselves back here 
in a place where we can once again craft these works. The desire remains 
unmutable. I wanted to keep things astir previously, but for a variety of 
reasons that don’t matter, I didn’t. Anyhow, thanks to whichever alchemical 
alignment of your choice, things are churning again in the Wounds found-
rys.  I imagined I would have fallen out of practice, but everything  fell into 
place rather well. I don’t fully understand why I’m drawn to doing this but 
I am so I may as well do it. Henceforth, I present to you the newest edition 
of textual accounts to accompany the dark music of beyond.

sincerely,
-db
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PHELIOS
I N T E R V I E W

---

Firstly, how did you first get into dark ambient music 
and why did you start the Phelios project?

I got in touch with electronic music very early in my 
life. After playing a lot with keyboards and synthesiz-
ers and experimenting with different styles and genres 
I found my own “language”. A friend in school gave me 
a copy of Caul´s album “Crucible” and asked me to re-
cord similar music for their rpg sessions. What a great 
idea! In the early days (like early 2000s) Phelios was not 
only a dark ambient project, I remember that I called 
it “dark electro”.  When I had the chance to release my 
music on a label I somehow concentrated on my inter-
pretatation of dark ambient music.

Most of your music could be described as “(outer) 
space ambient” and I would say that you are one of
the most known producers creating that style of dark 
ambient. What attracts you to these themes and why 
do you choose to explore this style of dark ambient?

Thank you! Space, Science and Science Fiction play an 
important role in my life. I read NASA press releases 
with the same devotion as Star Trek novels and I am 
lucky to have a good friend who works as an Astrophys-
icist who gives me a lot on interesting insight into cur-
rent developments and research projects. The vast emp-
Dness and the incomprehensible size of our Universe is 
frightening and comforting at the same time. It sets a lot 
of our every day problems in perspective.

You have just released a new album called Human 
Stasis Habitat on Loki FoundaDon. As of writing this
interview I have only heard snippets from the album. 
For those like me who haven’t heard it yet, how would 
you describe it? What do you want people to know 
about the themes and/or creation process behind the 
album?

Since I pursue a second project called Sphäre Sechs I 
work in phases. After collecting sounds and recording 
with my friend Christian I started with the new Phelios

album. The process of making new 
tracks is highly technical. I don´t 
experiment or improvise with Phe-
lios, instead I have an idea of a track 
in my head and then have to ma-
terialize that in my computer. Un-
like Sphäre Sechs, Phelios is almost 
100% done inside with software. 
Compared to my earlier albums the 
tracks from Human Stasis Habitat 
have been recorded in a very short 
period of time.

From what I understand there are 
no beats/percussion on the new 
album, which has typically been 
one of the trademarks of your 
sound. Why the decision to not 
use drums? Was it challenging or 
liberating to not use them in the 
Phelios material?

I had that idea long ago and I am 
happy that I have finally been able 
to record a whole ambient album 
that satisfies my ambitions without 
the use of percussive elements. It 
is much more difficult to record an 
ambient album without these per-
cussive gimmicks that is still inter-
esting to listen to for 45 minutes.
When I made Dimension Zero I re-
corded most drums and percussion 
parts myself with real instruments.
Today there are dozens of sample 
libraries where you just have to hit 
one key and get an instant 80 people 
drum armageddon. That´s no fun 
at all and so I abandoned that play-
ground. A person whose opinion I 
highly respect listened to an earlier 
version of the new album that still 
had the usual tribal percussion in it. 
We talked about that and I realized 
that the times of these old school 
martial industrial percussion is over.

Let’s go back a little bit, my first 
experience with Phelios was hear-
ing the Dimension Zero album on

Eternal Soul Records and it’s still 
one of my favorite dark ambient 
albums. What was your inspira-
tion for this album? Additionally, 
it contained a second disc of 
remixes which is something not 
seen very often in this genre. 
Where did the idea for doing this 
come from?

I started to work on that album al-
most 10 years ago and I can´t recall 
why I decided to make that remix 
compilation. The idea of collaborat-
ing with artists I was in touch with 
these days somehow lead to this 
second disc where I remixed a track 
of another artist and they remixed a 
track from Dimension Zero.
That was also the first musical con-
tact with Pär from Kammarheit who 
later did the split LP on Loki with
me and is a returning artist on my 
dark ambient festival (Phobos) and 
also a guest to my couch since then.

Moving on, your most recent 
album prior to the new one was 
Gates Of Atlantis on Malignant 
Records. While similar in scope to 
older albums, there was a definite 
evolution in your sound and pro-
duction. What were the inspira-
tions behind this album and how 
was crafting it different than the 
older work?

Gates of Atlantis was like closing a 
chapter in terms of sound and pro-
duction. I had that music in my head 
since I started Phelios and making 
dark ambient music. With that al-
bum I finally managed to manifest 
this idea in our space time. But on 
the other hand that lead to a turning 
point where I developed the desire 
to explore a more quiet and deeper 
interpretation of that genre.

It seems like HP Lovecraft was a 

fairly significant influence on this 
record, with track titles such as
“Temple Of Yith” and “The Shad-
ow Out Of Time”. What are your 
favorite work(s) by Lovecraft and 
how has his material influenced 
your music?
The titles of my Lovecraft-inspired 
tracks answer that. His stories and 
novels - or reports to keep it in his 
own fashion - are like ambient mu-
sic. Both evolve in the recipient´s 
head and mind where on the first 
glance nothing happens. Someone 
who likes only Game of Thrones 
and Transformers would be bored 
by Lovecrafts´s universe.

In addition to Phelios you have 
somewhat recently embarked on 
another project called Sphäre 
Sechs along with Christian 
Stritzel which focuses on more 
subdued droning soundscapes. 
How did this project get started? 
How is the process of writing this 
kind of material different from 
writing Phelios material?

Christian and I are a real “live” duo. 
All material you know from our  al-
bums was recorded live either on 
stage or when we improvised in my 
studio. We record only stereo tracks 
and perform no editing except the 
necessary EQing and some cutting. 
Tiefschlaf was recorded on a seven 
hour long sleeping concert and I am 
very happy to have a similar event 
going in November (guess when 
to expect the next Sphäre Sechs 
album!). Above I explained how 
I work with Phelios almost like a 
technician who builds a machine.
Sphäre Sechs is the opposite ap-
proach: we both prepare interest-
ing sounds (my on my synthesizers, 
Christian with his Theremin and a 
lot of digital and analog effects) and
(continues...)

photo: Stefano Oflorenz
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(cont.)
we start playing. I could not do this project alone since 
he has such an chaotic and from my point of view un-
structured way of making music and he needs my infra-
structure and musical background to make an album. I 
call that an ideal symbiosis!

Tell us a bit about your studio; what gear are you us-
ing, what is your favorite gear for this kind of music?

“That kind of music” must be separated into my two 
projects. Phelios needs a computer with Ableton, a 
good controller, a set of speakers and a cup of tea. And a 
LOT of time and the right mood. Sphäre Sechs is on the 
other hand completely recorded with hardware synths. 
I always use my Virus TI, Moog synths and old korg 
romplers (very cheap and effective). To get an impres-
sion I recommend that you watch some
performances I record on youtube. The most important 
gear however is your own creativity and your own ears. 
Listen to what you are doing and chose a set of tools 
with which you can transform your ideas into music. I 
believe that any kind of soAware or hardware is suitable 
for any kind of music as long as you know what you are 
doing.

What plans do you have for the future?

My life went through some drastic changes in the last 
12 months and I am still settling in my new life of a 
professional musician who earns his money from doing 
that as a full time job. Of course that´s not only Phelios 
(in fact this is still like a hobby and I am happy to still 
have a music-hobby) but also playing piano, the organ 
and conducting and being involved into a lot of dif-
ferent classical and electronic music project. It is very 
challenging to organize all that but also rewarding to be 
dealing with music all day long in most different ways.

More Info:

[ phelios.de ]
[ facebook ] 

Wounds // Interviews
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series of dreams I had about inner travels during a hal-
lucinogenic trip.  So in the end the root basis behind 
all of my music is usually always the same, whether it’s 
Death Metal or Ambient. 

It’s interesting to see how people from different scenes 
view “ambient” music. For example: metal guys, es-
pecially towards the black metal end of the spectrum, 
consider stuff that sounds like black metal without 
drums, guitar feedback, etc to be “ambient” which is 
quite a world away from what labels like Cold Meat 
Industry or Cryo Chamber release. How does your 
background of being in metal bands influence how 
you create the music for God Body Disconnect?

Usually the marker of most ambient music is that it 
sounds very open and free floating. It’s quite the oppo-
site of metal which is rigid and super structured. I also 
find that most ambient music is usually more focused 
on creating a mood through a meld of soundscapes 
rather than having clear cut melodic sections within 
songs. The one thing I can say that that I bring to God 
Body Disconnect from my metal experience is my use 
of structure and melody. If you listen closely, you’ll hear 
that while I’m still using open layers of drone as the 
base, on the top are structured melodic pieces. 

Your debut album is called “Dredge Portals”, which is 
absolutely fantastic by the way. What can you tell us 
about your inspirations for this album?

Thanks Dan. It actually took me a long time to finally 
nail down the title and figure out the true meaning of 
the album.  Writing Dredge Portals was very different 
than anything else I’ve ever experienced.  All of my mu-
sic is usually very personal, but this time I didn’t realize 
it was this deep until very late in the process. When I 
first started writing the album I was following the vi-
sion of dreams and thoughts I had about a man who 
had been trapped in a coma for the past 7 years. The 
original intent was to detail the deep descent into his 
disconnected world.  However, the further the music 
progressed, many clues started to present themselves, 
and it kept feeling like someone was trying to tell me 
something. Near the end of the composing process, I 
finally realized that the man in the coma was actually 
representative of me. It dawned on me that the whole 
deep descent was really based on what was going on in 
my life. It turned out that each track uncovered itself as 
a different portal into my inner self, where I was able to 

dredge out the emotions that were churning inside.

Your music is quite complex and cinematic, running 
the gamut from hellish industrial soundscapes to 
soaring post rock. How do you approach writing new 
material and getting these different sounds to work 
together?

When I write I don’t usually set out to fit a particular 
style or genre. The main thing I’m trying to do is ac-
curately recreate the places I see in my head and ex-
press the emotions that are associated with them. For 
example, sometimes to capture the mood just right only 
a guitar solo will do. I work heavily on my own emo-
tional response to the music, so if the guitar solo gives 
me the feeling I’m looking for, it’s a go. I also rely heavily 
on field recordings to set the physical environment and 
use them to progress the moving scene within. I con-
struct each song almost the same way a director does 
a scene in a movie. I won’t just use a field recording of 
rain so that it can meld into the music.  I do it the other 
way around, where I’ll weave music and notes into the 
recording of the rain. This way the action in the scene 
takes the forefront and that allows me to better create 
the overall story.

You were recently part of a 4 way split on Cryo Cham-
ber called Locus Acadia. How did you get involved in 
this compilation and what can you tell us about your 
track “Prisoner’s Sacrifice Facing Arcadia”? 

First off I must say I was really surprised to even be con-
sidered to be a part of it since I’m such a new artist, but 
the credit really goes to Randal Collier-Ford for being 
the catalyst to gathering us all together.  He had a vision 
of creating a space themed album, and he’s the one that 
started the initial ball rolling on the project.  With “Pris-
oner’s Sacrifice Facing Arcadia”, I take the protagonist 
on a journey into the heart of the space stations main 
control center. It’s here he faces and battles the malevo-
lent force that is controlling the entire station. There is 
a “sacrifice” the space explorer makes to defeat the evil 
force, but I’ll leave that up for the listener to interpret. 
What I can say is that in order for me to write anything, 
I must fully connect myself to both the characters and 
story. I often joke with the rest of the crew that I lived 
my life as a space explorer during the writing of the  al-
bum, and there is some truth to that. With “Locus Ar-
cadia”, I had to become the explorer, and really imagine
(continues...)

GOD BODY DISCONNECT
I N T E R V I E W

---

Firstly, tell us about the name God Body Disconnect.

The words themselves are very personal to me. They 
are also extremely evocative and when I hear God Body 
Disconnect, it immediately invokes a specific vision in 
my mind. The best way I can describe it is to explain how 
I actually arrived at the name. For some years now, I’ve 
suffered from anxiety and sometimes experience bouts 
of depersonalization. There was one specific attack, 
where it felt like everything around me had stopped 
and time went still. My vision started to blur, and I had 
the feeling of being trapped behind foggy glass. I closed 
my eyes to try to snap out of it, but it was then that I 
envisioned myself floating in darkness, connected by 
a chord to a God-like being. I lifted my gaze towards 
the head of the God, and the moment our eyes met, the 
being quickly turned away from me and disconnected 
the chord between us. Right then the words God Body 
Disconnect popped in my head.  I understand the name 
to represent the ultimate feeling of being alone. I don’t 
think you can be more alone than to be disconnected 

from God.  I’ll leave it up to interpretation on whether 
that means to be disconnected from a religious God or 
the God voice of your inner self.

Prior to this project you were the drummer for the 
brutal/tech death metal band Dripping. How did you 
get into dark ambient music and what attracts you to 
this style?

To be honest, when I first starting composing for GBD I 
had no idea there was an actual genre called Dark Am-
bient. I’ve always had a love for the ambient cinematic 
music found in movies, and I just assumed that the mu-
sic fell under the film soundtrack category. So, I really 
didn’t start the project with the intent of being Dark 
Ambient but rather as a personal story based project 
that had a cinematic feel. Looking back, I’ve always had 
a fascination with writing music based on my personal 
exploits. It’s something that I can trace back in myself all 
the way to my Dripping days. If you look at the concept 
behind Dripping’s debut album, it’s actually based on a 

Wounds // Interviews
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Wounds // Interviews
(cont.)
what it would feel like to be inside the space helmet.   I 
also needed to get as close as possible to replicating the 
emotional environment of a lone astronaut exploring a 
mysterious space station.  
With the combination of some field recording trips and 
a vivid imagination, I was able to create an experience 
that was not only believable to me but very personal as 
well. The big secret about my music is that no matter 
what environment or storyline I’m writing about, you 
can always find me and my story somewhere inside. 
What I’m basically trying to say, is that even though my 
track for Locus Arcadia was overtly space exploration 
themed, if you look beneath the surface you’ll be able to 
see an emotional storyline that can be connected to all 
of my music.

Your track is quite long at over 15 minutes, how was 
the process of creating something this lengthy differ-
ent from your regular album tracks?

It’s interesting you ask, because truthfully it’s usually 
much harder for me to write a shorter track than a lon-
ger one. Actually, when I wrote Dredge Portals it was 
originally setup as one continuous running album simi-
lar to Dark Side of the Moon, so with Locus Arcadia, it 
was nice to be able to have the freedom to write a longer 
track.

Tell us a bit about your studio; what gear are you us-
ing, what do you find most useful in crafting this type 
of music, etc ?

I’m sort of the everything-plus-the-kitchen-sink kind of 
producer. I’ll use whatever I have to in order to achieve 
the exact sound I’m looking for. I don’t like to limit my-
self or sacrifice on what tools I may need to fulfill the 
music’s vision. I’ll use everything from software and live 
instruments to vocals and my own field recordings. I 
pull from a lot of sources, but if I can’t find what I’m 
looking for I’ll go out and try to create it myself.  To me 
it’s all about the tiny details, and I can focus for weeks 
on the most minute parts just to get them right. There is 
also an emotional aspect to it all, and if I’m not getting 
the chills or on the verge of tears, I know I still got work 
to do.  

What plans do you have for the future?

Right now I’m in the middle of writing the follow-up 
album to Dredge Portals. After that the road is pretty 
open, although I am hoping to reunite with my Locus 
Arcadia brothers to work on something new. I really 
like to focus on one project at a time, so at this point all 
my eyes can see is my next album.

More Info:
[ facebook ]

[cryo chamber ]

https://www.facebook.com/godbodydisconnect
http://cryochamber.bandcamp.com
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FLOWERS FOR BODYSNATCHERS
I N T E R V I E W

---

Ok so firstly you’ve got to explain the project’s name 
Flowers For Bodysnatchers

When the project started coming together in late 2010 
I was looking for a rather ambiguous project name. 
Something that potential listeners would raise an eye-
brow at and have a listen to the music solely based on 
the projects name. At the time I was listening to a lot of
Radiohead and really getting into it. Not just listening 
to their music for the sake of something to listen to but, 
really getting under the music’s skin. And one day I sat 
down to watch Invasion of the Bodysnatchers and be-
fore the film had even finished Flowers for 
Bodysnatchers had been born. An amalgam of Radio-
head song titles and a film title.

How did you first get into dark ambient? What draws 
you to this style?

I’ve been composing dark ambient in one shape or an

other since 2000-2001 if memory serves me right. My 
other project The Rosenshoul which features Japan’s 
Shiro Takehiko has been releasing material and per-
forming on and off since 2002. I met Shiro outside a 
Dir En Grey concert at Zepp Tokyo, Tokyo December 
2000. As much as I enjoy Dir En Grey I just wasn’t in 
the mood to put up with that much noise on the night. 
And we both passed comment on how much better it 
sounded outside muffled through the walls. And one 
thing led to another and two years later The Rosenshoul 
came to life with its signature muffled industrial dark 
ambient sound. This many years later lead to Flowers 
for Bodysnatchers. As far as what attracts me to dark 
ambient I feel listening to and composing dark ambient 
is a deep form of personal catharsis. You can really dig 
deep into personal emotion and project so much more 
of yourself into your music.

Tell us about your first album on Cryo Chamber, 
Aokigahara. It’s named after the so-called “suicide 
forest” in Japan, so presumably that was a strong in-
fluence, but what else can you tell us about the ideas 
behind this album?

Aokigahara represents a person’s journey from Tokyo to 
Aokigahara. A person pained by love and loss. I want-
ed to put myself in the shoes of someone taking what 
could be their final journey in life. All the while field re-
cording the sounds and taking in the sights they would 
hear and see. The field recording and overall mood of 
the album follow that journey. We never really think of 
suicide as a physical journey. Emotional, yes, but what 
inspires someone to actually travel somewhere specifi-
cally to die? There’s a lot of preparation involved. Bod-
ies found in Aokigahara are often found with provisions 
such as food and water. So it’s certainly not an impulsive 
act. And this mindset has always fascinated me.

While “dark ambient” is certainly a fitting descrip-
tion, your music is quite varied and somewhat atypi-
cal in the world of droning dark ambient. How do you 
approach composing tracks and bringing together an 
album with all these varied pieces on it?

Flowers for Bodysnatchers certainly ducks in and out of 
the dark ambient genre during the course of an album, 
even within individual tracks. As long as the narrative 
and mood are consistent the whole will remain intact. 
Audio wise a consistent thread through the album helps 
bind other audio elements. For me that’s field recording. 
Both Aokigahara and Love Like Blood are built on very 
similar field recordings, yet both are slightly different 
in their compositions. This allows for the “classic” dark 
drones, piano and string aspects to work together.

You just recently put out the follow up, entitled “Love 
Like Blood”. As of this interview I have only just 
started checking it out; how would you describe it to 
people who have yet to hear it?

Love Like Blood is a companion piece to Aokigahara. 
And a more personal look at the protagonists journey. 
It’s somewhat more melancholic than Aokigahara and 
it’s meant to be. Yet some people have said that tracks 
like A Disease Called Love is like an entire horror movie 
distilled into a seven minute piece of music. And still 
the entire album moves seamlessly from complex string 
arrangements to industrial soundscapes without miss-

ing a beat.

What were the inspiration(s) for the new album, 
and how was the process of creating it different than 
Aokigahara?

Both albums were approached in a very similar man-
ner. With Aokigahara we viewed our characters jour-
ney from afar. Love Like Blood though puts us in their 
shoes. We experience feelings of self loathing, regret and 
hatred towards a former lover. Inspiration to a certain
extent comes from personal experience that is incorpo-
rated into the narrative. We’ve all found and lost great 
love, there’s no shame in that. And I believe it gives the 
album much more emotive depth.

You were also recently involved in a 4-way split with 
other Cryo Chamber artists called Locus Arcadia, 
and your track is called “Black Echo Of Morgues And 
Memory”. How did you get involved in this split and 
what can you tell us about your track? Your piece was 
the longest on the album at 17 minutes, how difficult 
was it to create something that lengthy?

Randal Collier-Ford approached us regarding the proj-
ect. He had the idea of a sci-fi/horror album onboard 
an abandoned space station. Reminiscent of films like 
Aliens and Event Horizon and more recently video 
games like Dead Space. Composing such a long track 
actually isn’t that difficult. It gives you plenty of room to 
incorporate atmospherics a tune to the stations environ-
ment. There’s a lot of metallic sound effects in the track 
along with a long list of other field recording. The only 
real instrument in this track is the viola used to give the 
track a cinematic feel. The tracks length allowed me to 
pour an obscene amount of atmosphere into the track.

(continues...)

Wounds // Interviews
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(cont.)
Tell us a bit about your studio; what gear are you us-
ing, what do you find most useful in crafting this type 
of music, etc ?

I’ve been using Yamaha and Arturia gear for some time 
now. The Arturia Keylab Midi Controllers in my mind 
are some of the best on the market. Coupled with Ya-
maha Monitors and a Roland interface make the heart 
of my studio. I also use an Arturia Mini Brute Analogue 
Synth, Zoom Field Recording gear and various real in-
struments, Cello, Bass guitar and whatever I can get my 
hands on.

It may be a bit early for this, but any plans for the 
future?

I’m always working on new material and there is some-
thing in the pipeline but that’s a far way off. I’m always 
working with other artists also so you’ll never know 
where you’ll see me appear

more info:
[ facebook ]

[cryo chamber ]

Wounds // Interviews
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Artist: Apocryphos
Album: Stone Speak
Year: 2016
Label: Cryo Chamber
Genre: Dark Ambient / Drone
Website: cryochamber.bandcamp.com

Basics:
Newest release from visionary dark ambient/drone act Apocryphos, the follow up to the debut album The Prison-
ers Cinema on Cyclic Law and his more recent split with Atrium Carceri and Kammarheit.

Stuff:
I enjoyed the previous album The Prisoners Cinema, but goddamn, this new one is even better. While Stone Speak 
is only 6 tracks long, every track is highly potent and captivating. His work was certainly transcendental before, 
though everything here is more polished and powerful. He has captured that subtle brilliance that makes acts like 
Kammarheit or New Risen Throne shine and stand out from their contemporaries. Each track follows kind of the 
same template: languid, dreamy drones slowing ebbing with subtle sfx or misc sounds here and there. Nothing too 
exciting from that generic description, but rest assured that these pieces are dripping with mournful contempla-
tion and will act as portals to transport you into dimensions beyond the physical plane. Apocryphos has tapped 
into something powerful & ethereal with his work, and these tracks stand as monuments of meditative splendor, 
strattling the line between the desolate hills and ancient forests of the organic plane and the higher mystical sensa-
tions of the astral realms. I am quite sure that in another 10 or 15 years people will look back and consider this a 
“classic” Cryo Chamber release in the same way that early CMI titles are viewed.

Overall:
I could sit here all day with this record on loop and let these transcendental atmospheres wash over me. An incred-
ible offering from a great producer who continues to improve with every release. Definitely a must hear for fans 
of melancholic, melodic drone such as Troum, Kammarheit, etc. Without a doubt this is one of the best records 
released on Cryo Chamber to date.

Artist: Atiq
Album: Sonorous EP
Year: 2016
Label: Onset Audio
Genre: Drum & Bass, Ambient
Website:  onsetaudio.com

Basics:
After an excellent split album with EnK on Tympanik Audio in 2013, Dutch DNB producer Atiq returns with a 
solo EP which is a mixture of halftime dnb and ambient atmospheres.

Stuff:
I am neither a huge fan nor follower of DNB, but the Atiq & EnK split was incredible; it perfectly utilized the ele-
ments of drum and bass that I enjoy and mixed them with plenty of diverse melodic and atmospheric components 
to craft captivating songs. That said, I had high expectations going into this EP and I feel that they were met. This 
release opens with the title track “Sonorous” (featuring fellow Tympanik alum Tangent) which gives us a good 
idea of what we’re in for - halftime dnb-style breakbeats and bass bursts mixed with evocative pads and drones. 
The production is very clean & spacious which bolsters the enthralling quality of the music, and everything sits 
perfectly in the mix. While it is a bit repetitive (though less so than most dnb), all the elements are interesting 
enough to overlook that. Definitely something to check out if you’re a fan of atmospheric music driven by (slow-
ish) breakbeats. The other tracks follow a similar style, but utilize different sounds and some variation on the sad/
meditative atmospheres of the opener such that they all sound completely unique. “The Euclidean Perspective” has 
an even more lofty feel it it; perhaps due to the title and/or the samples from Interstellar. It features some stellar 
(get it?) pads over a crisp, driving beat and it introduces a great little outer space-y melody towards the end. I don’t 
listen to all that stuff much like this so I’m not sure about references, but it kinds of takes me back to old school LTJ 
Bukem & the like which had really lush, evocative textures and connected with you on a much deeper level than 
hard-hitting DNB aimed at clubs/raves. “Hiraeth” and “Real Life (Awaits Us)” are a bit darker; the latter especially, 
bringing to mind the atmospheres of classic dark jungle, slowed down with the atmosphere really brought to the 
forefront. This stuff reminds me a bit of guys like Kryptic Minds. The nostaglic nature of it is appealing and the 
music is plenty interesting on its own.
The album ends with 3 remixes. The first one, a mix of “Sonorous” by Red Army completely harkens back to dark 
90s dnb. This is a great sound and definitely takes me back to some of the stuff that got me into this style back in 
the day. As with the bulk of that stuff, it’s pretty repetitive and minimal, but that’s par for the course. The second 
one is by Aeon Waves and it’s very happy sounding (in a post rock sort of way), the beat is awkward and I just can’t 
get into it. The final remix, by Dyl, and it has removed nearly all the percussion and is a predominately droning 
ambient track. Though sparse, it was pretty cool, especially the parts with almost tribal-esque hypnotic percussion 
and the buried choir pad; certainly a fitting closer for the EP.

Overall:
A captivating EP and suitable follow up to Fear Of The Unknown. Definitely something that will be appreciated 
by fans of labels like Tympanik or Atiq’s own Mindtrick Records. For beat-driven atmospheric stuff you can’t go 
wrong with this EP.
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Artist: Atrium Carceri
Album: Archives I-II
Year: 2016
Label: Cryo Chamber
Genre: Dark Ambient
Website: cryochamber.bandcamp.com

Basics:
Atrium Carceri has released a 2 disc set of archive material dating from 2005-2015; this set consists of material 
originally written for b-sides, forgotten songs, etc that has been re-worked, re-mastered, and compiled into two 
long pieces; the first being 43 minutes in length and the second being around 40 minutes.

Stuff:
At this point I feel like it’s pointless to review new Atrium Carceri material. It doesn’t need it; everything he releases 
is incredible, never fails to make it on my top 10 of the year list, and should be owned by everyone who reads this 
blog. You’d be hard pressed to find a more consistently excellent musician out there. It’s unbelievable to me that I 
can own SO MANY albums by one guy and each of them is brilliant.

Anyhow, this is an interesting, if unexpected, release - for whatever reason AC’s mastermind Simon Heath has 
decided to revisit his archives and rework some old material that never saw release. It’s presented in 2 longform 
tracks, although during each there appear to be “breaks” which, at least to me, feel like spots that could have been 
used to divide this into separate tracks, but whatever. While I love everything AC has released, the first 3 albums 
are still my favorite. That said, I was excited to hear this material dates back to 2005 (not quite the beginning, but 
back to Kapnobatai at least). Everything you’ve loved about AC over the years is here - the trademark bass, sfx, and 
industrial sounds of the early years; the emotive, forlorn piano melodies; the deep, rumbling chthonic atmospheres 
of the inner sanctums of the earth; the calm droning soundscapes of the newer material; and the interesting & var-
ied composition he has always been known for. He fuses all of these elements into material that is a perfectly cohe-
sive blend of all of his past styles, while still managing to make it sound like a fresh, brand new album. Of course it’s 
got very polished, modern production so it doesn’t have quite the same feel as the old material, but the sentiments 
are certainly there. Definitely a great and fulfilling release for people like me who have enjoyed the characteristics 
of each of his albums over the years. In many instances, these “archive” releases result in a bunch of old b-sides 
which are only interesting for novelty purposes, but aren’t particularly good songs you’d listen to often. This is ab-
solutely not the case here and AC has re-assembled his archive material in a way that renders it fully listenable and 
relevant. You could hand this disc to any fan of dark ambient without them knowing what it was and they’d be like 
“yeah this is some great contemporary sounding stuff ” and not “oh this sounds old/dated/b-side-y/etc”.

Overall:
Even though this release was created from b-sides and unused tracks, the final result is definitely as good as any of 
his traditional albums. It’s very pleasing to see an artist put out something like this and put this much effort into it. 
If you’re a fan of any of Atrium Carceri’s work than you will highly enjoy this release as well. With every new release 
he further solidifies why he is one of the most relevant artists in the history of (dark) ambient music and why he 
is in the (at least my personal) top 3 dark ambient acts of all time. Definitely a must own for fans of the genre. If 
you’re still new to AC than this would be a solid place to start and get a a glimpse at all the different places he has 
taken listeners to over the years.

Artist: Hecq
Album: Night Falls (re-master)
Year: 2016
Label: Ant Zen
Genre: Drone, Neoclassical
Website: www.antzen.com

Basics:
I feel that I need to open with review by saying that I have never understood the massive hype behind Hecq. I love 
IDM and dark ambient and I have brought several of his albums over the years but have never been able to get into 
any of them. I got Night Falls when it first came out in 2008 and thought it was good, but certainly not the greatest 
album ever as many people seemed to. So, cut to 8 years later and Hymen have re-mastered & released it as a 2xLP. 
Let’s see if time and age have changed my perspective and/or opinion of this record.

Stuff:
Perhaps I was looking at this record in the wrong way. Cold Meat Industry was, is, and will always been my bench-
mark for dark ambient (and this was especially true in 2008), but this record is of course not remotely like that. 
This comes from a much more cinematic sphere of creation; the soundtrack to a mysterious b&w film about loss 
and longing. Soundtracks aren’t something I get into, but I guess looking at it through that filter than I “get” this 
record in a way I never did before. It’s definitely bleak and dripping with emotion. It’s got a definitive cinematic 
edge and conjures mental images of various film-esque situations in which the protagonist is struggling with emo-
tions including, but not limited, to: sadness, loneliness, abandonement etc. There is some really cool sound design 
stuff going on here - the middle and end of “Dis” is especially interesting and sounds like a continuation of what 
Squaremeter was doing on The Frozen Spark. That said, most of Night Falls revolves around sorrowful drones, pads, 
and choirs which paint a picture of the sombre spaces between rain-soaked alleys and the haze of a dream. When 
he really brings the pads forward, there is a soaring, almost post-rock vibe. While I frequently complain about 
things being too minimal, this record is an example of this type of minimalism done well and succeeding in being 
visionary rather than boring - similar to Kammarheit and such, although utilizing a completely different sound 
spectrum and mood.

Overall:
While I still don’t hail this record as the greatest dark ambient thing ever made, I will absolutely admit to missing a 
lot of what it had to offer because I was viewing it in a limiting way with certain unecessary expectations. Looking 
back, it is definitely solid for what it is. These pieces are incredibly emotive and able to illicit an emotional response 
from the listener. I still argue that it’s a bit too minimal and he could’ve done more (especially as an ‘IDM guy’), 
but I can’t argue that he is considerably skilled with pensive, cinematic textures. Definitely check this out if you’re 
looking for incredibly sad, nostalgic ambient music.
Even if you don’t listen to me, the bulk of listeners seem to think this record is a genre-redefining masterpiece of 
epic proportions, so perhaps you should check it out because maybe I’m still just the guy who “doesn’t get it”.
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Artist: Hoshin
Album: Path of Dissolutions
Year: 2016
Label: Cryo Chamber
Genre: Dark Ambient / Drone
Website: cryochamber.bandcamp.com

Basics:
Path of Dissolutions is the debut album for ambient project Hoshin. Prior to this, the project was known as Esylt 
and was supposed to release an album via Asmorod’s defunct Snowblood label. I remember hearing some of those 
tracks on soundcloud or wherever - at the time I remember really enjoying them and later being disappointed that 
they seemingly never saw proper release. But at last, some years later Cryo Chamber has picked up this project. 

Good stuff:
Right from the get go it’s apparent why Cryo Chamber picked up this album. It hits all the right chords for deep 
ambient music. It reminds me of newer Raison d’etre in that it relies on deeply emotive drones + pads coupled with 
various layers of sfx to capture an arctic/cold/isolationist atmosphere, all while having an overarching subdued and 
tranquil vibe. Tracks like “The All Is Aflame” and “Ruins In Focus” utilize reverbed clanking in a manner which 
will immediately invoke the master Raison (or perhaps, more accurately Necrophorus since this is a very cold/
winter/snow sounding affair). That said, Hoshin is no clone and carries more than enough of his own merit. As I 
said, the tracks are incredibly emotive, visionary, etc. and conjure up vivid mental images of snow capped mount-
ians, vast tundras that have long been untouched, and ancient villages buried under the cover of a fresh snowfall. 
I don’t think there is a word to describe the atmospheres evoked more accurately than “beautiful”. Coupled with 
extremely precise and clean production, Path of Dissolutions is the perfect music for introspection during the 
frigid days and nights of the colder seasons. Although it clocks in at 53 minutes, the album feels too short (in the 
best possible way) and immediately upon it’s closing I want to play it again.

Overall:
Hoshin is definitely a highly talented ambient musician and I’m very glad to see his work get a proper release. This 
kind of deep ambient is perfect for the Cryo Chamber imprint, and fans of the label will surely enjoy it immensely. 
This is one of my favorite things that CC has released this year, and it is a must hear for fans of newer Raison d’etre, 
Atrium Carceri, New Risen Throne, and any great arctic ambient like Necrophorus, the Glacial Movements label, 
etc.

Artist: Hymnambulae
Album: Orgelhuset
Year: 2016
Label: Hypnagoga Press
Genre: Ambient / Field Recording
Website: www.hypnagogapress.com

Basics:
Pär Boström (of Kammarheit) and his sister Asa Boström have started a new label called Hypnagoga Press and 
their first release through it is their new joint ambient project Hymnambulae. Fans of Pär’s projects Kammarheit 
and Cities Last Broadcast will already have some idea of what to expect here: minimal, yet emotional, droning 
ambient soundscapes. Additionally, this comes in what sounds like a spectacular package, containing a 32-page 
booklet and gold embossed lettering.

Stuff:
No one will be surprised to hear comparisons to Kammarheit, which are of course fitting. Orgelhuset certainly 
has that drifting, emotional, isolationist feel, yet it also comes off as a bit more “sad”. Like, if you combined the 
minimal, flowing dronescapes of Asleep and Well Hidden with the forlorn sadness of The Human Voice (side proj-
ect of fellow Nordic ambient maestro Northaunt). I like the tracks with flutes the best (ex. “Ett Ord Från Öknen”, 
“Sandkornen”) as they achieve that state of maximum disassociation / sadness. Something about those languid 
melodies really does it for me. While I prefer more active ambient, there are a few acts expert enough to nail that 
whole “highly minimal, yet profound” style without descending into the “highly minimal and boring” pitfall, and 
Pär Boström has always been one of those musicians. As such, you can be sure that this album will not disappoint. 
I probably would still have preferred more stuff going on (sfx, melody), but I cannot argue that this perfectly cap-
tures the bleak atmosphere and isolated feel of the extreme frozen north. Anyway, albums like this aren’t meant 
to be confined to crude textual description, they need to be heard and experienced. So just go listen to it already!

Overall:
After a lengthy silence, I’m glad to see Pär Boström has come back in force over the last two years: releasing a 
brand new Kammarheit album, a collection of older material, a split with Atrium Carceri & Apocryphos, and now 
this new label and music project. I really like the mission statement of the siblings’ new label and look forward 
to whatever they put out. If this album is any indication than future output should be quite memorable. Overall, 
Orgelhuset is definitely something to pick up for fans of the more minimal, droning and/or arctic ambient acts 
on labels like Cyclic Law, Glacial Movements, etc. I also imagine this would do well in that whole field of “regular, 
non-dark ambient guys who use their real name”.
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Artist: Mildreda
Album: Coward Philosophy
Year: 2016
Label: Alfa Matrix
Genre: Industrial, Dark Electro
Website: www.alfamatrix.com

Basics:
This was certainly an unexpected Industrial gem. Jan Dewulf from EBM/futurepop act Diskonnekted has decided 
to revive his early 90s project Mildreda, and it turns out that back in the day he was heavily influenced by not only 
the best of dark electro (Placebo Effect, Klinik, Numb, Mentallo, etc) but also dark ambient/martial stuff like In 
Slaughter Natives. Alfa Matrix has brought us this release which contains a full 13 track new album as well as a re-
master of an old cassette release from 1996 and 6 live tracks from a show in 1998.

Stuff:
The old material holds up surprisingly well and expertly captures the heavy, ancient darkness of acts like ISN, 
combined with the synthwork of dark electro like Placebo Effect and the driving percussion of classic EBM acts 
like Klinik. The new material is thankfully quite similar in scope (just with better production) and equally as dark 
and atmospheric. I’m extremely glad to hear a project making this kind of music in 2016 and capturing the best 
of the 90s. This album hits hard right out of the gate with driving tracks like “Aborted” and “Erazor” and it doesn’t 
let up. The beats are super heavy and dark, and the 90s dark electro synthwork matches perfectly. At least to me, 
all the elements used epitomize what “industrial” is. Obviously the vocals are done in a more aggressive style than 
Diskonnekted, utilizing a heavy dose of distortion, and they fit quite well. Overall the songs aren’t terribly complex, 
but the elements and composition are so strong that, coupled with the excellent modern (loud!) production, the 
listener totally overlooks the relative “simplicity” of this pieces and is captivated by the colossal force they carry. 
The entirety of the new material is solid and never relents. Following that is the re-mastered old material from 
1996. As stated, the bulk of this material holds up quite well and is very listenable. Of course it carrys the raw vibe 
that comes with a demo, but that doesn’t diminish the quality of the ideas and composition. The album ends with 
the live material which is, well, live material. I’m not a fan of live stuff and this is kind of whatever but hey it’s bonus 
material to a stellar release so I can’’t complain. 

Overall: 
This is an incredible album and easily one of my favorite pieces of dark electro music to come out in years. The 
sheer amount of content for the price is mindblowing. For those who, like me, are interested in bringing together 
the darkest elements of Industrial & EBM music and fusing them with post-industrial and martial components 
than this is absolutely a must own record. A great modern take on the 90s sound of bands like Yelworc, Placebo 
Effect, In Slaughter Natives, and so forth. I only hope that he continues writing material for this project!

Artist: Phonothek
Album: Lost In Fog
Year: 2016
Label: Cryo Chamber
Genre: Dark Ambient / Avant-garde
Website: cryochamber.blogspot.com

Basics:
Cryo Chamber brings us another debut release of an unknown project, this time from Georgian project Phono-
thek. I don’t know anything about this project, but immediately can tell that it’s something a bit different for the 
label. Also, that cover art is amazing.

Stuff:
It’s nice to hear Cryo Chamber bring on another project that writes interesting/active ambient. I find it hard to 
classify Phonothek as their songs contain innumerable varied elements, but to attempt to put it concisely: it’s dark 
ambient with an avant garde slant to it. I saw a post describing this as “ambient / jazz” and I guess that’s somewhat 
fitting - sort of foggy, disembodied jazz-esque bits dot the otherwise snowy, tranquil landscape of this album. 
Overall, the songs tend to contain beautiful sleepy, droning textures, but they are also chock full of numerous other 
sounds from piano, to ghostly voices, to sfx, to glitchy textures, to bells, to distant horn-esque sounds, and so on. 
There is never a dull moment in any of these tracks. For the most part the songs are really good (e.g. “Last Train”, 
“She was in a Dream”) - hypnotic ambient textures mixed with a constant barrage of new sounds overlaid, plung-
ing the listener into a weird, but captivating, surrealist dream sequence. Occasionally the songs become a little too 
jarring or meandering with too many opposing elements (e.g. middle of “Something Happened”) or descend too 
far into art wank (the end section where it sounds like they’re playing ping pong in “Heavy Thoughts”) but after 
a bit they usually smooth out and go back to something I enjoy listening to. Although the layers of sounds used 
here are quite diverse, Phonothek manages to splice them together in such a way that most of the time they mesh 
together well and feel like a bizarre but cohesive idea. Not sure what I could really compare this to; the best I can 
do is that if you took one of those Jazz-y IDM acts like Ametsub or Zinovia and removed the beats and put their 
sounds into an ambient framework than you’d get something vaguely like this.

Overall: 
I like their non-traditional approach to the genre, and I feel that it helps them stand out among contemporary dark 
ambient producers. Their music is definitely different and interesting, although at times it’s a little too disjointed 
for me. Overall though, with continued listens I find myself liking it more and more. It’s a complex gem and it’s 
takes a bit of time to acclimate to, but the payoff is worth it. Lost In Fog is quite a diverse record and is worth check-
ing out for fans of ambient music who want to be challenged and/or are looking for something more on the artsy 
side of the spectrum.
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Artist: Phragments
Album: All Towers Must Fall
Year: 2016
Label: Malignant Records
Genre: Drone / Dark Ambient
Website: www.malignantrecords.com

Basics:
Three years after the rather short release New Kings and New Queens, Slovakian dark ambient project Phragments 
returns with All Towers Must Fall, released on vinyl from Malignant Records. While I was a huge fan of the Earth 
Shall Not Cover Their Blood album which was an excellent blend of dark ambient and martial vibes, I felt that New 
Kings and New Queens was overly minimal and ultimately boring. So let’s see where they went on the new record.

Stuff:
The album opens with the title track “All Towers Must Fall”. While thankfully it is not as sparse as the NKANQ 
material, it doesn’t capture the heights nor the uniquely veiled bombast of ESNCTB either. It’s a fairly repetitive 
droning piece with hints of martial elements dotting the landscape. This seems to set the tone which carries on 
through the rest of the album. The foundation of All Towers Must Fall is minimal, churning, subterranean drone 
which is occasionally accented by distant sound effects or weird synth bits. It’s definitely better than the preceed-
ing album, but at the same time it doesn’t stand out all that much from anything else. The first half carries that 
same sort of vibe that Phragments is known for - the ancient, highly organic tone of the earth trembling before a 
great war unfolds. Unfortunately this epic battle never comes, and the second half of the album fails to deliver a 
crescendo. Tracks “Withdrawl” and “Defiance” almost immediately lose my attention and fall to hazy background 
music with nothing that particularly stands out amongst the bleak wall of nothingness. This album is sort of like 
finding an ancient, withered text detailing an epic battle, but most of the pages are heavily smudged and you can’t 
make out any of the details.

Overall: 
Competant, but ultimately unnotable dark, droning ambient. The first half of the record is suitibly dark & menac-
ing and certainly will please fans of people who like the more minimal side of Malignant’s dark ambient roster, 
yet at the same time this doesn’t have anything to set it apart or above any other acts utilizing similar sounds & 
atmosphere. The second half is pretty weak and brings very little to the table.

Artist: Split
Album: Locus Arcadia
Year: 2016
Label: Cryo Chamber
Genre: Dark Ambient / Drone
Website: cryochamber.bandcamp.com

Basics:
4 way split between Cryo Chamber acts Council of Nine, Flowers For Bodysnatchers, God Body Disconnect and Randal Collier-
Ford. Each artist contributed a single long-form track, coming in at lengths from 12 minutes to just over 17 minutes. I’m a fan of 
split albums and I feel that this is a format which hasn’t been delved into enough in this genre, so I was curious to see how this 
would play out. Cryo Chamber has done an excellent job with collaborative albums in the past (Cthulhu and Azathoth), and each 
of these artists has delivered solid work up until now so I had high expectations for this album.

Stuff:
Randal Collier-Ford - “Into The White Maw Where All Men Die”
RCF is the guy I’ve followed least of the four, so I’m not sure what to expect. I liked his tracks on two recent comps (Euxodus from 
Kalpamantra and Terra Relicta zine’s dark ambient comp) so I figure this one should be pretty good. It starts off well, with some 
interesting melodic stuff overtop of surrealist, sometimes glitchy, textures and churning sfx. Definitely transports to me a strange 
white-hued realm beyond life. It’s difficult to artciulate, but the picture painted in my mind by this track is very vivid. Certainly the 
strangest track of the four, and in some ways the most exciting. It builds and shifts in a very organic manner and has the smoothest 
flow of any of the tracks. The production is messier than the others, but it’s extremely visionary and transcendental atmospheres 
make up for it. This one ties with GBD for my favorite track on the release.

Flowers For Bodysnatchers - “Black Echo Of Morgues And Memory”
This one is somewhat similar to his most recent album - low, dark drones with something of an organic forest/jungle vibe combined 
with lots of sfx. It starts off pretty slowly, but there is a constant, if subtle, build up and once you get to 3-4 minutes in the track has 
really started to reveal itself. Around 7 minutes everything drops out and the track kind of reinvents itself for the second half. This 
is quite a dynamic piece; there are many different elements brought in over the course of this track and it definitely kept my inter-
est. The overarching atmosphere reminds me of an old b&w horror film set in an exotic jungle that of course holds myriad unseen 
terrors. This is the longest piece on the album at 17:13, and with that running time combined with the various movements of the 
track it almost feels like 4 tracks for the price of one.

Council Of Nine - “Pale Sister Of Sanctuary”
Right off the bat this one grabbed my attention. The sound textures really draw me in - sound-wise its somewhere between me-
chanical and a primordial cave. There are some strong organic and metaphysical vibes intertwining here. Overall it’s kind of 
straight forward drone, but highly atmospheric and hypnotic. Definitely one of my favorite things I’ve heard from Council Of Nine.

God Body Disconnect - “Prisoner’s Sacrifice Facing Arcadia”
God Body Disconnect delivered my favorite album from Cryo Chamber so far in 2016 so of course I had high hopes going into 
this. Within the first 5 minutes this is already rises to the top of the pack. The production is very tight, everything sounds huge and 
it’s very dense (in the best way) with lots of great sounds that mesh together perfectly. In addition to pulsing and swelling drones 
there is an abundance of great, powerful sound effects which take this piece to the next level. The first 10 minutes or so is distinctly 
dark ambient, but the last part of the track morphs into soaring, transcendental post-rock drone (which he explored somewhat on 
his album). Overall a stellar piece.

Overall: 
Another fantastic release from Cryo Chamber, with excellent offerings from each group. A must have for fans of the label and 
bands featured here, and there isn’t much more that needs to be said. I hope to see Cyro Chamber explore this split format more 
in the future!
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Artist: Hoarfrost
Album: Anima Mundi
Year: 2016
Label: Reverse Alignment
Genre: Dark Ambient, Folk, Industrial
Website: www.reverse-alignment.se

Basics:
Hoarfrost is one of the bands whose name I see all the time, yet I’m not that familiar with their work. I seem to 
remember them being somewhat experimental/diverse music that is generally planted within the dark ambient 
sphere. This is thier fourth album, after a few on the Zoharum label including a split with the fantastic Inner Vision 
Laboratory.

Stuff:
This is an interesting and unpredictable record. The opener “Ages of Gaia” begins with a subdued drone coupled 
with pitch shifted, archaic choirs that immediately bring to mind old Raison d’etre. Yet just when you think you see 
where the track is headed, it completely shifts and changes its focus to a cello melody with dark ambient textures 
and vocals (choir-esque ooohs and various spoken word samples) swirling around it. At this point the track sounds 
like creepy, menacing old folk music for abandoned houses in eastern europe - with a slight industrial flair. I’m 
not too into the folk vibe, however I will say that it’s put together remarkably well. The production and composi-
tion of the track is very balanced, atmospheric, and intriguing. The second track “Perception Primordial” is quite 
similar: the first part of the track being industrial-tinged droning, accented with floating voices and choirs, which 
slowly morphs into a dreary folk-esque ballad with the addition of cello and more forlorn voices. The third track 
“Mimesis” reminds me of what I heard from the EP I reviewed previously (Last Message...Unknown) - creepy dron-
ing ambiance with various synth squelches and an overarching decreipt industrial vibe. The ghostly vocals veiled 
in the background tie this one together with the other tracks. The fourth track “Refracted In Illusion” goes back 
to the sound of the first two. The fifth track, very aptly named “In Hopeless Mazes” conjures an atmosphere that I 
can only describe as extremely hopeless. It’s the most minimal on the album, however the heavily reverbed drone 
mixes with the powerfully sorrowful vocals, wailing in the void, to create such an intensely depressive piece. It’s 
actually a bit difficult to listen to because it’s so visceral. The album closes with the epic 17 minute “Medeaeternum”. 
This one sounds like a full-on industrial nightmare: lots of heavy, lurching drones mixed with various mechanical 
sounds coupled with vocals similar in scope to the last track. This one churns and churns until it crushes whatever 
you may have left of feelings and plunges you into the infernal abyss. Some of the best “death industrial” I have 
heard in quite a while.

Overall: 
While I’m not a huge fan of the cello and folk sounds on parts of the album, objectively Anima Mundi is quite an 
elaborate and provoking work. The composition and mixing is excellent and really helps generate a sense of space 
and an atmosphere of despair. The addition of organic instruments (cello) and myraid voices/vocals really takes 
this album up a notch from a typical drone/dark ambient album. The vocals are absolutely brilliant and are, for 
me, the highlight of the album. Definitely something to check out if you’re looking for a complex, atmospheric 
album that thinks outside of the box, shifting and mutating a few different genres, while still retaining most of the 
elements you love about dark ambient.

Artist: Sky Burial
Album: Corranach
Year: 2016
Label: Reverse Alignment
Genre: Drone, Dark Ambient, Industrial
Website: www.reverse-alignment.se

Basics:
Sky Burial is the dark ambient project of Michael Page, perhaps better known for his power electronics project Fire 
In The Head. He is quite a prolific artist and I believe this is his 16th album as Sky Burial since 2006. Like much 
of his work, Corranach is comprised of 3 longform tracks. The first two sogns are each  over 20 minutes and the 
album closer is around 13 minutes.

Stuff:
As you would expect with longform tracks, this album is a calculated slow burn. While any given 2-3 minute 
section might not blow your mind on it’s own, this albums power builds up over time; as the tracks uncoil they 
painstakingly pull the listener deeper into strange realms outside of our waking existence. Made for deep listening, 
you must devote yourself to being present for the entire piece to experience it’s full strength. Despite the some-
what minimal approach, this album is incredibly provacative. As these pieces unfold, their rich sonic tapestries 
hypnotically entrap the listener and transport them to remarkably vivid antediluvian worlds. While it takes a bit, 
once you’re 5-8 minutes into one of these pieces you become aware of the brilliant composition and don’t want to 
do anything but focus on listening deeper. I find “Movement I” to be my favorite - it’s the most fluid and aurally 
compelling. “Movement II” is excellent as well and has quite a lot of captivating sounds, but in some areas it doesn’t 
evolve as organically and there are a couple places with awkward or jarring transitions. “Movement III” is the most 
subdued of the trio and takes the listener through delapidated industrial catacombs. That said, each track sounds 
quite different from one another, offering the listener 3 unique journies to undertake.

Overall: 
An excellent and extremely visionary album. It’s a slow burn and you’ve got to devote your attention to fully ex-
perience the album, but it’s worth it. This is a great example how to make compelling drone music that evolves 
and provokes an emotional response from the listener. Reminds me a bit of stuff like the Herbst9/Z’ev collab - the 
calling to distant, ancient worlds coupled with industrial overtones. Pick this up if you want to hear deep, droning 
ambient done right.

Wounds // Reviews
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God Body Disconnect - 
“Dredge Portals”
[Cryo Chamber]

Despite this being the first album from 
the project, it displays a high level of ma-
turity so I’m guessing the guy behind it 
has been writing music for quite a while. 
After a few listens, Dredge Portals is 
shaping up to be one of my favorite re-
leases from the label. Of course the al-
bum is full of the typical foggy, darkened 
droning atmospheres that one would 
expect from this label, but it’s also got 
quite a bit more going on which sets it 
apart from its contemporaries. God Body 
Disconnect expertly mixes in additional 
sounds (field recordings, pads, even some 
post-rock textures here and there) while 
utilizing ebb and flow to craft epic, cap-
tivating aural landscapes with plenty of 
dynamics. Each song explores similar ter-
ritory, but all are different and fully have 
their own sound and characteristics. The 
cover art is a perfect representation of the 
sound here - walking in the rain through 
an abandoned city or ancient ruins in a 
barren field that are shrouded in a dense 
fog. Even the color scheme of bluish grey 
is extremely fitting. God Body Discon-
nect excels at creating sweeping environ-
ments which are quite dark yet extremely 
beautiful and above all, immersive. Addi-
tionally, with songs like “The Reflection 
Tower” and “Lost In The Astral World” 
he shows that he is capable of crafting 
some of the most intensely meditative 
dark ambient out there. It’s hard to ar-
ticulate these sorts of things accurately, 
but just know that if you are looking for 
some enthralling ambient with a strong 
mystical undercurrent than you need to 
get this. My only complaint is that a lot of 
the tracks take a while to get started and 
the intros can be a little bland, but that’s a 
small drop in an ocean of great attributes. 
Definitely a must pick up from this label, 
especially if you like more active elements 
with your drone! In my opinion, I feel this 
is the best non Simon Heath related thing 
the label has released since Aegri Somnia. 
I hope there is much more to come for 
this project!

ProtoU - “Lost Here”
[Cryo Chamber]

After a split with Dronny Darko, Pro-
toU delivers her first full length with 
Lost Here. The album opens with the 
title track, which is the best one on 
the album. Beautiful sweeping drones 
merge with pulsing ocean/water 
sounds and melancholic pads, accented 
with the occasional distant clang. Re-
ally deep and captivating stuff which 
vaguely reminds me of fellow Cryo 
Chamber act Halgrath and/or old CMI 
(as does the artwork). The second track 
“Static Memories” is quite similar, al-
though more celestial sounding and 
less water-y. These two tracks should 
definitely be heard by fans of this label/
style. Unfortunately, the album drops 
off from there and the rest of the tracks 
don’t live up to the heights reached by 
the openers. Furthermore, just about 
every track on the album sounds the 
same - the same droning sounds, the 
same sweeping textures doing more or 
less the same thing over and over for 5 
tracks. Not to say the sounds are bad, 
but with each subsequent track I found 
myself thinking “hey didn’t I just hear 
this song?” It’s not until the final track 
“Believe” where some truly new territo-
ry is explored. Unfortunately, this track 
is super minimal and didn’t grab my 
interest either. All that said, this album 
is pretty standard issue Cyro Chamber 
material - minimal and droning. While 
not terrible, it doesn’t rise above similar 
acts. However, songs like “Lost Here” 
prove that there is genuine ability here 
to craft meaningful and deep music, so 
I’m curious to see where ProtoU goes 
from here. If she can work on writing 
more dynamic material with the re-
fined & mature sound of the opening 
track than I very much look forward to 
future material.

Inner Vision Laboratory - 
“Spellbound” EP
[self-released]

Inner Vision Laboratory has made 
some of my favorite ambient music in 
the last few years, so when I saw this 
EP announced I grabbed it right away. I 
had high expectations, but holy shit this 
thing blew me away. This time he intro-
duces expertly constructed full-on trib-
al-inspired percussion which pounds 
the listener on every track. It reminds 
me of the recent Ah Cama-Sotz album 
“Obsession Diabolique”, or of course 
This Morn Omina (which is to say that 
it feels legitimately “tribal”, not just a 
few tribal accents or sounds), though it 
is a bit more on the dark ambient side 
of the spectrum. The production is in-
credibly clean and huge as always and 
it really helps the mixture of excellent 
visionary atmospheres, subtle sfx, and 
heavy percussion to shine to it’s fullest 
extent. A must own for fans of deep, 
tribal-inflenced ambient music. This is 
most likely the best EP of 2016 and if 
you’re reading this than stop now and 
get it!!

Chihei Hatakeyama & Dirk Serries - 
“The Storm of Silence”
[Glacial Movements]

Newest release from icy drone label Gla-
cial Movements. GM and a project in-
volving Dirk Serries (vidnaObmana)...I 
bet you can guess how it sounds. As 
expected, this album delivers 4 fairly 
long tracks (mostly 10-12 minutes) of 
hypnotic, arctic tundra-evoking drone 
with no surprises. While the sound and 
aural textures are undoubtedly com-
pelling and professional, if you listen 
to this type of music than I’m sure you 
already own 50 records that sound ex-
actly like this. That said, this is certainly 
a suitable musical accompaniment to 
exploring arctic, sky, inner, or astral re-
gions. It’s highly visionary and perfectly 
captures the sound & mood of overcast, 
wintry places -- the cover art itself be-
ing a great example. This isn’t my first 
choice of ambient music styles, but on 
those cold mornings when I come into 
work and I’m yearning for something 
minimal, beautiful, and atmospher-
ic than I could absolutely see myself 
reaching for this album. Ultimately, 
this is super minimal drone but it nails 
all the qualities people are looking for 
in that style. Fans of the Glacial Move-
ments sound should enjoy it.

Swarm Intelligence - “Rust”
[Ad Noiseam]

Rust is the follow up to Swam Intelli-
gence’s crushing, doomy, industrial-
tinged juggernaut Faction. This album 
is pretty much more of the same, al-
though this time with a bit less of the 
everpresent crushing, doomy atmo-
sphere. Many of the trademarks re-
main, however: the slow tempos, the 
noisy, growling basslines; the crunchy 
industrial percussion; the mechanical, 
austere synth bits. This is music for the 
the darkened, emotionless dystopian 
future and the battalions of robotic 
soldiers whom march within it. Simi-
larly to his last album, I find Rust to be 
cool for a few tracks before it starts to 
feel homogenous and repetitive. Prob-
ably would have been solid as a 4 track 
LP, but 10 tracks is a little long. How-
ever, I do like that he mixes it up with 
more atmospheric ambient passages 
(“Courtyard”, “Chamber” and “Their-
bach Demoish” are all straight ambient 
tracks with no beats) as it adds variety 
and helps to flesh out the dystopian nar-
rative filled with decaying future cities, 
forlorn sewer systems, giant compac-
tors, etc. Honestly, I quite enjoyed the 
ambient tracks and I’d like to hear him 
do an entire release of ambient music. 
Check this album out if you want to 
hear bass music forged in the furnace 
of industrial doom.

Wounds // Quick Looks
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Synapscape - “Rhythm Age”
[Ant Zen]

Rhythm Age is a kind of back-to-basics 
album from rhythmic noise veterans 
Synapscape, and I mean that in the best 
way possible. I haven’t followed Syn-
apscape all that much in recent years 
(ever since they became cowboys with 
Imminent) as I’m not much of a fan of 
their more experimental stuff; howev-
er, on this record they go for a pretty 
straight forward rhythmic technoid/
industrial sound which takes me back 
to the days of Positive Pop and there-
abouts, and it works brilliantly. Every 
track is pretty much a combination of 
crunchy rhythms, beeping synths, cold 
atmospheric pads and sometimes their 
trademark distorted vocals (which I 
love)...and they pull of this style / sound 
expertly. While every song can sort of 
be described in a similar way, they man-
age to keep each song sounding unique 
& fresh, and the album only feels mo-
notonous in a good way (in that hyp-
notic boom boom boom Orphx techno 
way). It’s very groovy and quite acces-
sible while still containing crunch, dis-
tortion, solid atmospheres and interest-
ing sounds. If you’re looking for cold, 
calculated rhythmic industrial than you 
need to give this one a listen. Definitely 
a very “Ant Zen” record and my favorite 
thing they’ve put out in years.

Ionosphere - “The Stellar Winds”
(re-release)
[Loki Foundation]

The Stellar Winds is one of my favorite 
dark ambient albums of all time and 
I was incredibly excited to see Loki 
Foundation re-release it this year, ful-
ly remastered with a couple of bonus 
tracks. Originally released in 2007, it 
was always incredibly difficult to find in 
hardcopy, so I’m glad to see it become 
available again. This is an incredible 
work of dark ambient that completely 
captures the isolationist feeling of deep 
space in an interesting and immersive 
manner. An absolute must own for fans 
of this style and anything released on 
Loki Foundation!!

Penjaga Insaf - 
“To Whom It May Concern”
(re-release)
[Shortwave Transmission]

It looks like the guys from Herbst9 
have started up their Shortwave Trans-
mission label again. To commemo-
rate this they’ve re-released the debut 
from Penjaga Insaf, originally released 
in 2005, which featured Henry Emich 
from Herbst9. I love this album and am 
very glad to see it available again and 
re-mastered. While I’m not a huge fan 
of the Penjaga follow up on Loki, this 
first album sounded different and more 
like a Herbt9 record with it’s chthonic 
drones evoking ancient, mystical atmo-
spheres. While actually less tribal than  
the follow up, this album feels more 
cohesive with a strong flow and pair-
ing of elements. Definitely something 
to check out for fans of Herbst9 and 
tribal-leaning dark ambient in general. 

In addition to this they’ve re-released 
the debut from another obscure ambi-
ent project of Emich called Spine which 
is worth checking out.

Legiac - “The Voynich Manuscript”
[Dronarivm]

Legiac is (another) side project from 
the brothers Funcken (Funckarma, 
etc). For Legiac they paired up with 
analog synth enthusiast Cor Bolten. 
They released an album on the brilliant 
Sending Orbs label in 2007 which fea-
tured some excellent IDM mxed with 
ambient texures, and although it was 
quite good, it seemed to be destined to 
simply be a one -off project. However, 
in 2015 Roel Funcken reactivated the 
project and he, along with Bolton, cre-
ated 2015’s The Faex Has Decimated for 
Tympanik Audio. And now this year 
they’ve returned with the fully ambient 
excursion The Voynich Manuscript (so 
named after the incredibly bizarre and 
myterious tome) on Dronarivm. I’ve 
always been a fan of the ambient stuff 
that Funckarma put out (notably Psar 
Dymog I & II) and this is in the same 
ballpark as that - creative and strange 
sound design stretched into placidly 
evolving soundscapes giving the lis-
tener a glimpse into alien worlds. I like 
this stuff because it ebbs and flows in 
a musical manner and it feels like ac-
tual pieces of music rather than fall-
ing into the trap of pure DSP-wank as 
some IDM acts slip into. There is a great 
mixture of approachable melodic con-
tent and unpredictable, yet no doubt 
hypnotic, ambiance. If you are looking 
for captivating and atmospheric alien 
soundscapes from a distant, techno-
logically advanced planet than give this 
a shot. One of the best “IDM guy writes 
ambient” records I’ve heard in a while.

Leidungr - “De Nio Kraftsångerna”
[Equilibrium Music]

For all those people who are like “Man, 
I really like Arditi but I wish they were 
somehow also a neofolk band” - Leid-
ungr has heard your call and answered. 
Leidungr is the “nordic ritual folk” proj-
ect of  Henry Möller (of Arditi - hey, 
that’s convenient! and Puissance), Mi-
chayah Belfagor (of black metal bands 
Nefandus and Ofermod) and P. Ståhl. 
It’s got that same dismal, ancient world 
vibe that Arditi’s work carries along 
with some of the martial components 
(chants/choirs, percussion - though in 
much smaller doses), but with more 
neofolk elements such as guitar, spoken 
neofolk-y vocals, etc. Some of the songs 
are a bit too minimal and sparse for me 
to get into, but I did enjoy the ones with 
more elements (most notably: “Vin-
dålder” and “De Nio Kraftsångerna”). 
Check this out if you want dark, raw 
medieval sounding neofolk created in 
the most murky, darkened nordic for-
est you can imagine. Also definitely for 
people who can appreciate lo-fi, primi-
tive black metal atmospheres.
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You’ve just released your second full length album 
Stone Speak which is, dare I say, a masterpiece. It 
definitely speaks to me in ways that past visionary 
albums like classic Raison d’etre or Troum do. What 
were your inspirations and goals for this album?

Firstly, thank you for such high esteem.  It’s funny you 
mention raison d’etre and Troum…as they are key fig-
ures that have influenced me over the past 10 years mu-
sically.  Essentially. I wanted to create an album straight 
from the heart.  What you hear on Stone Speak is years 
of influence my surroundings have had on me…even 
since I was a child.  One of my main goals was to capture 
this bittersweet melancholy…a nostalgia in a sense that 
reflected loss and ultimately rebirth of the self through 
tragedy.  What you hear on Stone Speak is how I feel.

The recording process involved taking quite a lot of 
field recordings from what I understand. What can 
you tell us about the process of crafting and recording 
this album, gathering sounds, etc? How do you feel 
that the field recording process impacted and influ-
enced the final product?

I started gathering sounds for this album even before I 
had the concept.  I always traveled to ghost towns and 
abandoned areas to capture sound whether it be throw-
ing rocks down an old tunnel, water sounds from a res-
ervoir where an old town used to be, etc.  I fell in love 
with the haunted and yet tranquil atmosphere of these 
places.  I would even find old abandoned houses along-
side old backroads and would just record me walking 
through them.  The weird “whooshing” sounds you hear 
towards the end of Tenebrous is me gliding a rock across 
a table in this old abandoned house in Amish country.  
The house was a complete derelict and I wanted to grab 
the essence of this place.
I also wanted a human element to be present in the al-
bum.  In Simulacrum of Stone, if you listen carefully, you 
can hear me breathing while I was recording a thunder-
storm under a pavilion alongside one of the ghost trails 
I visited.  I was suffering from a cold at the time, but that 
didn’t stop me from venturing outside to gather sounds. 
The field recordings are what make Stone Speak in my 
opinion.  They serve as pivotal markers in the songs that 
help carry the atmosphere through the build ups and 
climaxes of each track.  Plus, from a sound design and 
production perspective, they really spice up the music 
and create a nice dynamic range of sound.

I really love the album’s artwork and find it to be in-
credibly fitting. Did you have influence or control 
over that in any way? If so, what were the goals for the 
design?

In essence, I had total influence.  Yes, Simon is the mas-
termind behind it, but the album’s artwork came from 
the music’s influence on Simon.  He listened to the al-
bum and what you see on the cover is what he saw while 
listening to the tracks.  He sent me a rough draft and I 
liked it, but it wasn’t what I originally had in mind.  At 
first I wanted something that Simon called the “tradi-
tional CMI gothic” artwork and wasn’t so keen on the 
idea.  We pitched ideas back and forth and ultimately, 
I decided to just let Simon do his thing and make ad-
justments from there.  I had to let the initial cover set 
in a few days and then I provided feedback and subtle 
things I wanted changed like the font and what I had in 
mind for the inside panels.  He reciprocated this feed-
back generously and now it’s the best looking album I’ve 
ever released. 

In addition to your own album, you also worked with 
genre masters Atrium Carceri and Kammarheit on 
the collaborative album Onyx. What can you tell us 
about this album: the inspiration and the process of 
crafting it alongside others? Did you try out anything 
new for this collab or did you stick with the hallmarks 
of the Apocryphos sound?

The main idea was originally sparked by Pär and I dis-
cussing how to get more of his material out to the world.  
We’re talking about a guy who had a plethora of record-
ed sounds and songs, but didn’t know what to do with 
them.  We sort of discussed doing a collaboration our-
selves, but I think we were kind of overwhelmed by the 
task at hand, so we asked Simon for help.  This eventu-
ally lead to Simon joining us permanently and becom-
ing a steady figurehead in the production.
It was a dream come true, to be honest.  Being a fan of 
both projects for such a long time, I never would have 
imagined the chance to work with them in creating mu-
sic.  For Onyx, most of the original source material was 
provided by Pär and then I’d go in and add layers of my 
sound.  I would then export all the individual tracks 
for Simon so he could work on the final mix and add 
his layers.  Other times, Simon would snag a track and 
tweak it a bit before I did anything to it, but I always 
made sure Simon had all the stems so he could have                                                       
(continues)

APOCRYPHOS
I N T E R V I E W

---

While we’ve interviewed you before, for your heavy 
industrial noise project Shock Frontier, this will be 
the first time talking to you as your dark ambient 
moniker Apocryphos. Apocyphos is the continua-
tion of your previous droning dark ambient 2-man 
project Psychomanteum. How did you decide on the 
name and direction for Apocryphos?

I wanted to pursue my own sound worlds and it was 
originally created as a side project since Psychoman-
teum was still functioning at the time when the initial 
idea came to me.  I went under various monikers like 
Unknown Vistae and Deorsum Fluens before finally 
settling on Apocryphos.  My wife helped me coin the 
name and there was a certain mystique about it that 
made me decide to use it indefinitely.  Then once Psy-
chomanteum separated in early 2013, Apocryphos be-
came my main focus.
I’ve always been a guitar player, ever since my early 
teens, so I wanted to incorporate more guitar based 
sounds into my music.  This was one of the main goals 

for Apocryphos.  I still use computers and synthesiz-
ers to fill out my sound, but I eventually want to move 
towards an exclusive guitar based set up with various 
pedals, loop stations and samplers.  I also started using 
an e-bow, which has proved to be very useful for me.

Now that you’re a couple of albums in, how do you 
find it working solo? When working on new material 
how do you determine which project it will be used 
for?

I find the process of working on my own liberating and 
I don’t have to adhere to another person’s rules and con-
cepts.  Everything is entirely my own and it feels more 
personal.  I’ve been more in the mindset for Apocry-
phos material, so almost everything I’ve done by myself 
tends to drift into atmospheric ambient territory.  Once 
in a while, I will get a surge of anger that I need to re-
lease and I’ll record something that could be used for 
Shock Frontier’s upcoming full length.

Wounds // Interviews
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Wounds // Interviews
(cont.) 
total control over the mix.  We have a group conversa-
tion on Facebook that is miles long and this is where 
we discussed production, concepts, track titles, etc.  We 
do get distracted from time to time and there are some 
pretty ridiculous and oftentimes hilarious conversa-
tions that took place.  We’re all like best friends working 
on a passion project.  No egos, no conflict and I couldn’t 
ask for better people to work with.
Surprisingly, I just did what felt natural and didn’t pay 
any attention to if I was trying something new.  I just did 
what I was familiar with and along with the sound of 
Kammarheit and Atrium Carceri, it merged into some-
thing completely out of our individual sound.  This was 
not intentional as the more we worked on the songs, 
the more they started to take on their own sound and 
personalities.  It’s almost like we had no control over the 
music and were just possessed puppets, sitting in our 
studios. 

You’ve already made mention on social media of the 
next album that you plan to work on. What can you 
tell us about future plans?

I’ve already started working on the follow up to Stone 
Speak, titled Metanoia, which was a term coined by my 
mother-in-law.  It means “spiritually profound transfor-
mation” so instead of creating a concept that gives peo-
ple a pre-conceived notion of what it is, this album will 
be a collection of songs open to interpretation.  I just 
want to create the music and let it speak for itself as op-
posed to giving some kind of forethought into what the 
music is about.  This is actually planned for release on 
Winter Light, a relatively new label in the dark ambient 
circles.  Mark (who runs Winter Light) is a good friend 
of mine and we’ve discussed the possibility of doing an 
album for about a year now.  I don’t want to give away 
all the details, but look out for a really special release.
Simon, Pär and myself are almost finished with the fol-
low up to Onyx called Echo.  It’s essentially part 2 of 
what we were creating with Onyx.  We felt we had more 
ground to cover and we started working on tracks as 
early as December of last year.  Echo features some of 
the most solemn and atmospheric pieces I think we’ve 
done yet.  It’s going to be a beautiful release and I can’t 
wait for it to be released.
The collaboration with Kave I mentioned sometime last 
year has been put on hold for the time being.  We did 
two tracks together so far (one of them being Clandes-
tine which closes Stone Speak) and then Bram dropped 

off the radar.  I’m giving him space and figured when 
the time is right, we can continue our work.  It’s in in-
fant stages, but I recently agreed to do a collaboration 
with protoU and we have one track finished.  It’s really 
different and experimental, but I like the territory we’re 
heading in.  I have a concept in mind for this collabora-
tion and its pending title is Wanderer.
And lastly, Shock Frontier will see it’s sophomore release 
“Tumult” next year.  Kyle and I aim to have it finished 
by Spring.  Again, it’s not going to be pretty.  So much is 
wrong in this world and I use Shock Frontier to vent my 
frustrations and agonies.  It’s time to fire up the beast 
again.  The end is near…

More Info:

[ Facebook ]
[ Shock Frontier ]
[ Cryo Chamber ]

http://www.facebook.com/apocryphosdrone
http://www.facebook.com/ShockFrontier
http://cryochamber.bandcamp.com
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ALIENS PRODUCTION
Seneptika - “Strawberry Panic EP”
Disharmony - “Memorized Skin 
EP”
Ploygon - “Einzelheiten”
The Opposer Divine - “Reverse // 
Human”
Various - “Hypotaxia”

ANT ZEN
Axiome - “L’Avenir Est Cerf Teint”
Lingouf - “Quatuor Solitaire”
Hypnoskull - “Immer Wieder Nein”
Haus Am Rand - “Meel”
Michael Idehall - “No Man’s Land”
Siamgda - “Re-Born”
Sonic Area - “Eyes In The Sky”
Philipp Munch - “Elysium”
Thorofon - “Roots”
Blush Response - “Reshaper”
Weltschmerz - “The Norwood 
Scale”
Frl. Linientreu - “Transformation”
Iszoloscope - “False Vaccum”

AURAL HYPNOX
Halo Manash - “Elemental Live 
Forms MMV - Initiation”
Arktau Eos - “Mirrorion - 
Telegnostic Edition”
Halo Manash - “Unetar”
Halo Manash - “Walkeus”
Aeoga - “Triangle Of Nebula 
Devourers & Palace For Vultunales”

AUTARKEIA
Trepaneringsritualen / Body Cargo 
- Split LP
Jarl - “Intensive Fracture” (re-issue)
Jarl - “Hypnagogic Domain”
Deutsch Nepal - “Tolerance”
(re-issue)
Deutsch Nepal - “Deflagration  Of 
Hell” (re-issue)
Antler Mulm - “Touring The Moon 
Bog”

BLACK MARA
Various - “Gorgons Tale”
Creation VI - “Myth About Flat 
World”
Carst - “Cosmic Irracionalism”
Various - “Beyond The Invisible”

COMPONENT
Pattern Behavior - “Electric Minds”
Solypsis - “In Hiding”
Alpturer - “Taikonaut”

CRIME LEAGUE
Shimmer Crush - “These Four 
Walls”
Displacer - “Curse Of The Black 
Vinyl”
Displacer - “Crossing The 
Threshold”
Displacer - “Gravitational EP”
Autoclav 1.1 / Displacer - “The Star 
Atlas” 12in

CRYO CHAMBER
Alphaxone - “Echoes From Outer 
Space”
Cities Last Broadcast - “The Hum-
ming Tapes”
SiJ & Textere Oris - “Reflections 
Under The Sky”
Dronny Darko - “Neuroplasticity”
Keosz - “Be Left To Oneself ”
Metatron Omega - “Sanctum”
Flowers For Bodysnatchers - “ Love 
Like Blood”
Atrium Carceri - “Cellblock” 
(re-issue)

CYCLIC LAW
Nihil & In Slaughter Natives - 
“Ventre” (Art Book + CD)
Beyond Sensory Experience - 
“The End Of It All”
Vortex - “Moloch”
Sophia - “Unclean”
Onus - “Proslambanomenos”
The Human Voice - “Silent Heart”

Allseits - “Chimare”

DANVERS STATE 
RECORDINGS
R.C. Kozletsky - “Pulsed In A Dull 
Glass Bell”
Stress Orphan - “Cadaver Politik”
Naxal Protocol / Suction Melena - 
“Verbal Sexual”
Abjection Ritual - “Narcotic Burial”
Power Monster - “Emanations”
The Vomit Arsonist - “Bridgewater”
Nurture Abuse - “Death Camp 
Starter Kit”

HANDS PRODUCTIONS
Phasenmensch - “Heteronomie”
Monolith - “Domination”
Greyhound - “Inner Noise level”
Morbus M. - “Fight Or Die”
Wieloryb - “Semantik”
Trackologists - “No Surrender, No 
Retreat”
Le Moderniste - “Desistere Mortem 
Timere”
Hysteresis - “Hegemonia Cultural”
Ancient Methods - “Turn Ice 
Realities Into Fire Dreams”
Various - “Forms Of Hands 2016” 

INFINITE FOG
Ataraxia - “Simphonia Sine 
Nomine”
Maeror Tri - “Myein” (re-issue)
In Slaughter Natives - “Mort Aux 
Vaches” (re-issue)
Liholesie - “The Fog Of Transition”
New Risen Throne - “New Risen 
Throne” 4xCD compilation
Corde Oblique - “I Maestri Del 
Colore”
Lustmord - “Things That Were” 
(CD re-issue)
Thisquietarmy - “Phantom Limbs / 
Luftpost”
Trepaneringsritualen - “Ritualer, 
Blot Och Botgöring”

Additional New Releases

KLANGGALERIE
Rapoon - “Waiting By The River”
Tabor Radosti - “Egregor”
Zahgurim - “Moral Rearmament” 
(re-issue)

LOKI FOUNDATION
Various - “25YLOKI”
Phelios - “Human Stasis Habitat”
Ionosphere - “Sliced Matter”
(re-issue)

M-TRONIC
Mlada Fronta - “Outrun”
Servovalve - “Necromasse”
Snog - “The Clockwork Man” 12in

MALIGNANT RECORDS
Yen Pox - “Between The Horizon 
And The Abyss” LP
Tvlpa - “Mountain Of The 
Opposer”
Concrete Mascara - “Perennial 
Disapointment”
Phurpa / Deathstench - “Evoking 
Shadows Of Death”
Black Earth - “Diagrams Of A 
Hidden Order”
Ionophore - “Sinter Pools”

N5MD
Near The Parenthesis - “Helical”
Ocoeur - “Reversed”
Dalot - “Mutogibito”
Tangent - “Collapsing Horizons”

NEUROPA RECORDS
Shibalba / Phurpa - “Teachings Of 
Eastern Traditions”
Der Blaue Reiter - “Fragments Of 
Life, Love & War”
Ulvesang - “Ulvesang”
Ulver - “Perdition City” (re-issue)

OLD CAPTAIN
Blood Ov Thee Christ - “Filthy 
Criminals”

Vhril - “Vortex Psysynthesis”
Pogrom - “Father:Land”
Inanna - “Œuvres Complètes Tome 
I - XVI” (re-issue)
First Human Ferro - “Heterodox”

OLD EUROPA CAFE
Djinn - “Coma”
Djinn / Devis G. - “0 hz”
Satanismo Calibro 9 - “Live Death 
Ritual”
Satanismo Calibro 9 - “Kymah 
Rising”
Satanismo Calibro 9 - “Blood 
Coven” (re-issue)
Atomine Elektrine - “Nebulous 
Expanded Edition”
Sutcliffe Jugend - “Masks”
Ain Soph / Sigillum S - Split (re-
issue)
Slogun - “All But One”
The Rita - “Diamond Pointe / Tight 
Fighting Armor”

RABBAU
The [Law-Rah] Collective & 
Cinema Perdu - “Invocation”
Anemone Tube - “Golden Temple”
Inade - “Live At The Maschinenfest 
2014”
Kommando - “Live At Maschinen-
fest 2015”
Coph Nia / Mindspawn - 
“Erotomechaniks II”

RAGE IN EDEN
Antikatechon - “I Feel Nothing But 
Repulsion”
Nimh - “Circles Of The Vain 
Prayers”
Bloodsoil - “Endtimes”

SHORTWAVE TRANSMISSION
Penjada Insaf - “To Whom It may 
Concern” (re-issue)
Spine - “It Was Dreadful” (re-issue)
Spine - “Continue To Exist”

SILENTES MINIMAL EDITIONS
Amon - “El Khela Al’Akhdar” 
(2xCD re-issue)

REVERSE ALIGNMENT
Mollusk - “Astral Mechanics”
Mollusk - “Aeon Synapses Connect”
Ajna - “Inevitable Mortality”
Manifesto - “Exit”
Jarl - “Amygdala Colours - 
Hemisphere Rotation”
Various - “F.Y.E.O. Selected 
Frequencies Volume I”

WROTYCZ RECORDS
Atomine Elektrine - “Laniakea”
Contemplatron / Shentz - “His 
Master’s Voice”

ZOHARUM
Phurpa - “Rituals Of Bon I”
Phurpa - “Mantras Of Bon”
Phurpa - “Chod”
Mammoth Ulthana - “Particular 
Factors”
Rara - “W//\TR”
WIDT - “WIDT”
Gaap Kvlt - “Jinn”
Rappon - “The Kirghiz Light”
Murmurists - “I Am You, Dragging 
Halo”
Maeror Tri - “Sensuum Mendacia / 
Somnia” (re-mastered)
Maeror Tri - “Hypnobasia” 
(re-mastered)

Additional New Releases




